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Ad Hoc Committee Submits Recommendations
for'Sexual Assault Policies
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
President Copcland's special
ad hoc committee, appointed to
review the sexual assault poli-
cies of the College, is presently
preparing its final draft of rec-
ommendations. The committee
plans to submit its findings to
President Copeland early next
week.
Barbara Burnell. professor of
economics and chairperson of the
committee, is pleased with the
. committee's work over the past
semester. "We accomplished
- what we set out to do and what
the President asked as to do,"
declared Burnell.
The committee hopes that
President Copeland, after review-
ing the report, will inform the
entire campus community of the
committee's recommendations.
Such an event will probably oc
Kenrdeni Epd
ELISE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
Kenarden Lodge will reopen in
the fall of 1992 looking like it
never has before. The exact pro-
jected time of completion is Au-
gust 1.
Although the outside will re-
main the same except for a few
minor repairs, the Lodge is cur-
rently being completely reno-
vated inside.
The four floors, including the
ground floor, will consist of
suites similar to what is in Luce.
The suites will be larger in order
to house more students. Also in
each suite will be a two-sto- ry
fespectiM onMI Rret
JEREMIAH JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
It was one of those days when
it just might have been better to
stay, home and hide under the
floorboards, but I knew that I had
to persevere for my own weird
reasons and none that would make
sense to anyone. .
The morning began with a won
derful note from some invisible
faculty member named Raymond
cur at the beginning of next se-
mester.
Even though the committee's
recommendations' have not
reached an implementation stage
yet, sexual assault policies on
campus have already changed as
the result of additions and revi-
sions of Ohio law.
The Student Right-to-Kno- w
and Campus Security Act, which
took effect in August 1991, re-
quires that colleges report statis-
tics about certain crimes, includ-
ing rape. To aid in collecting
this information., all reports of
sexual assault that a college offi-
cial receives must now be re-
ported to the Dean of Student's
Office.
Other revisions in Ohio law
have drawn attention to the fact
that sexual assault cases must be
reported to the local police de
Continued ou 1
main lounge with a separate tele-
vision room. The lounges will
have fireplaces and spiral stair-
cases.
'-
-
--
'
Each suite will have access to
two bathrooms. The convenience
of two bathrooms not only ser-
vices more students, but also lets
students avoid walking through
the lounge from the bathroom.
The bathrooms will contain indi-
vidual shower and dryoff areas.
All of the rooms are fully car-
peted and furnished with new
furniture, as in Luce and
Andrews.
Each room also has television,
telephone and computer jacks
McCall and then suffered through
a series of mishaps that rekindled
my belief in a jealous God. The.
note basically couldn't find any-
thing wrong with the content of
my articles but instead decided
to academically critique my
choice of words. But what the
bell, it didn't have even a tenthv
of the hostility found in the hate
mail and loathing that Marc has
to endure before he even finishes
" h. ,: .! i . i
v. - v u !
Katina Mia. "94 prepares for exam
available. The closets are built-i- n
which creates more square
footage per student per room.
The ground floor in the south
wing will have a laundry room,
exercise room and computer
room.
The computer room is to have
more than the usual number of
computers per dorm.
The other half of the ground
floor will have more dorm rooms
for students, as well as an apart-
ment for the residence director.
On the third floor will be three
rooms that are two levels high.
These rooms will have a built-i- n
loft and are designed for threelrForumbreakfast.
So by the time I stumbled into
Dean of Faculty Y.C. Williams'
office at around 10:30 I had al-
ready concluded that my chances
for doing a coherent interview
were shot.
A point further driven home by
the fact that through most of our
conversation I was sucking my
thumb due to a savage paper cut
I suffered while reading in the
. r, !
week.
people. Each of these rooms will
be found at the ends of Kenarden.
The Lodge will be handicap-accessib- le
at the main entrance
and also have a service elevator
for anyone in need.
The building was redesigned
to have better access to students
moving in and the doors are closer
to the elevator in order to accom-
modate many students moving in
at once.
Although the exterior of
Kenarden appears the same, the
brick and masonry have been re-
paired.
By summer of 1993, a new roof
will go on to replace the tempo- -
by One Dean of Faculty
waiting room.
The idea was to get Dean Wil-
liams' reaction to the 1991 First
Year Forum.
Last week when I was franti-
cally trying to put together a re-
view of said Forum, Dean Wil-
liams was out of town and the
staff at the Dean of Faculty 's of-
fice didn't feel comfortable giv-
ing an official Dean's statement
without the Dean.
' Photo by Joshua FacanS
rary roof now. The patio area has
also been refurbished.
Kenarden meets all current
firecodes inside with sprinkler
heads, new fire alarms and new
fireproof stairwells. The parking
has not been changed.
Clinton Hofstetter, director of
the Physical Plant, seems pleased
with the work the Hammond Con-
struction Company has done so
far. Hofstetter said, "Anybody
who was in the building before
will not recognize the building
now." He also said he told the
contractors, "We will move in
next fall whether you are ready
or not.
Which is understandable. All I
had to do this week, then, was to
go to the Dean's office, ask for a
reaction, and then go back to bed.
Dean Williams, however, was
very engaging and appeared so
genuinely interested in my ideas
and my concerns that by the end
of the forty or so minutes I spent
in her office, she was asking most
of the questions. In fact, the
Continued on Page 2
I:
Food Service
MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
A questionnaire was distributed
early last week by the College of
Wooster food service to assess
student likes and dislikes.'as well
as possible improvements stu-
dents would like to see initiated
in the cafeteria. As Howard
Raber. director of food service,
explained. "I need input from stu-
dents."
The questionnaire was de
Dean ofStudents Office To Establish 'Survivor Support System'
Cos timed from Page 1
partment. Although this proce-
dure has been law for many years,
several students on campus were
unaware of the law until this year.
On September 4, Dean of Stu-
dents Ken Plusquellec issued a
memorandum dealing with the
issue to all members of the cam-
pus community. Entitled "Col-
lege Response to Alleged Felo-
nies." the memo states "every-
one should be aware that when
any alleged act which meets the
definition of a felony comes to
the attention of a member of the
campus community, the appro-
priate law enforcement agency of
should be notified and the Office
of Security is prepared to assist
an individual with that process."
The Office of Security . already
aware of the Ohio law. has re
Jenne
Coatiaaed from Page 1
more talked to her. the more of a
shmuck I felt like for being so
harsh in my previous articles. I
couldn't even bring myself to ask
her if she had actually read my
review, but just as I was getting
up to leave, she picked up her
note pad and underneath, sure
enough, was last week's Voice.
By the time I left that office I was
carrying my once quite bloated
and swollen ego in the palm of
my hand, reduced to a small
puddle barely visible to the na-
ked eye.
According to Dean Williams
there were "fewer complaints
about the balance of this forum
than ever before." She attributed
this to a the great diversity of
speakers and ideas presented.
Stating that anyone who claims
that all the speakers said the same it
thing "wasn't listening hard
enough."
Survey Determines Students'
signed by Daria Stefaniuk 94,
who is trying to begin a student
organization involved in food and
nutrition issues. She sees the
gathering of students opinions
as the "initial step to improving
the quality of food service" at the
College.
The survey, which was distrib-
uted to students upon entering
the dining halls, asked for re-
sponses to questions on such is-
sues as most and least preferred
ported felonies to the Wooster
Police Department prior to this
year. According to Keith James,
director of security, the Office of
Security reported one case of al-
leged rape and one case of al-
leged sexual imposition to the
Wooster Police Department in the
past two years.
Other groups on campus, how-
ever, must change their proce-
dures to conform to Ohio taw.
Suiting this year, the Office of
Residential Life is forwarding
any reports of sexual assault it
receives to both the Dean of
Student's Office and the Office
Security, which will in turn
report the cases to the Wooster
Police Department.
Gregory Hoskins 92, chairper-
son of the Judicial Board last
year, reports the Judicial Board
Gets Lashed by First Year Forum
I tried to ask Dean Williams
who was her favorite speaker
from this year's Forum, but she
declined to comment saying "that
she knew some of the speakers
personally." She did mention that
"Mr. Wilson was perhaps the
hardest for students to digest."
Also suggesting that this could
be attributed to the difference
between the way students and
professors listen to the speakers.
"Students wish to be entertained,"
said Williams, "professors wish
to be informed."
Feeling all of about four inches
tall by this point I brought up
some of my suggestions for im-
proving the Forum series. Dean
Williams told me that the debate
idea was one that had been sug-
gested by last year's planning
committee but reminded me that
was difficult as the Forum was
naturally under budgetary
main entrees and quality of the
salad bar.
It also listed specific foods
served by the College and asked
students to designate which ones
they will or will not eat. Finally,
students were asked to explain
any dietary restrictions they have,
such as vegetarianism, food al-
lergies or restrictions on fat-intak- e.
Stefaniuk is pleased with the
responses given by the students.
was unaware of its responsibility
to report sexual assault felonies
to the police department. The
Judicial Board, though, made it
very clear to victims of alleged
sexual assault that they could re-
port the case to the police depart-
ment themselves.
Although the Judicial Board is
clarifying its procedures by re-
vising sections of the Scot's Kiy ..
that deal with sexual harassment '
and assault. Sherrie Clayborne
'92. present chairperson of the
Judicial Board, states that a pro-
cedure is still not in place to re-
port felonies to the police de-
partment.
Clayborne feels that reporting
to local authorities would already
have been handled by another
group, such as the Dean of
Student's Office, before cases
As a point of personal inter
est I asked Dean Williams who
would she personally like to see
speak during next year's Forum
series. "Lynne Chaney is some-
one I would like to see speak
here.". .
"Who'f that?" I asked.
"She is the Chairperson for the
National Endowment of the Arts."
said Dean Williams, "You should
read your own newspaper."
I had no idea what she was
talking about until Dean Williams
mentioned that she had liked
Lauren Cohen's article on the
First Year Seminar.
"Lauren is a good writer." said
the Dean. "you could learn some-
thing from her."
I then realized that Chaney was
the person who brought the
Woost'.rPolitical Correctness
connection to the national level.
I think I tried to cover myself by
mumbling something about "only
Nutritional Needs and Wants
Stefaniuk states that most stu-
dents were very specific and feels
their answers will help her to "im-
prove nutrition as a whole" at the
College. Approximately 600 sur-
veys were returned out of 1500
which were distributed.Stefaniuk
is working on other changes in
the meals in cooperation with
Raber.
She would like the food ser-
vice to change brands of a num-
ber foods, such as yogurt, from
reach the Judicial Board.
The Dean of Student's Office
is also changing the way it treats
sexual assault cases. Sophie
Penney, associate dean of stu-
dents, explained the Office's pro-
cedures in previous years. "Staff
members functioned in the role
ofcounselor and maintained con-
fidentiality of the counseling re-
lationships
--
'"Cortsequently, the College re-
ported only those cases where
the victims requested them to be
reported. We believed that this
approach was in the best interest
of our students." she said.
The Dean of Student's Office
is presently complying with Ohio
law. Since many groups on cam-
pus, however, feel that automatic
reporting of rapes to local au-
thorities is not always in the best
reading the sports section.
Dean Williams cares about the
First Year Seminar program and
the Forum program a great deal.
It only took me about five min-
utes to realize the am ount of work
she puts into making both a suc-
cess year in and year out. The
First Year Seminar has been around
a long time and its purpose has re-
mained the same: to develop critical
thinking and enhance writing skills,"
said Williams. A committee is meet-
ing at the beginning of second se-
mester to share ideas and decide on
speakers, texts, and other plans for
next year and win be made up of
both students, administration, and
First-Ye- ar Seminar professors She
said that student representatives will
be decided by her but will be se-
lected from recommendations given
by the First Year Seminar profes-
sors. Also, anyone wanting to be a
' teaching assistant next year for Semi-
nar is encouraged to contact either
ones with a high fat content to
those with a lower fat content.
.
Also, she has encouraged them
to buy products with less animal
fat and lard, more whole grain
products, and make other im-
provements to the salad bar se-
lection.
The results of the questionnaire
will be completed by early Janu-
ary and Stefaniuk and Raber will
discuss what further steps to take
at that time.
interest of alleged victims, the
Dean of Student's Office is orga-
nizing a group of faculty and staff
members that would be granted
confidentiality privileges.
Students could utilize this "Sur-
vivor Support System" to obtain
information about their options
without the risk of having cases
reported to the police department.
Those chosen for this support
group will undergo an extensive
training program in January that
will be conducted by the Akron
Rape Crisis Treatment Center.
Such a confidential group may
not have a chance to operate,
though, because of pending fed-
eral government legislation that
would take away all confidenti-
ality privileges and require ev-
eryone to report felonies to local
authorities.
Linda Borman or Nancy Grace -
they're in the directory.
I hope to be on that committee
(attention Professor Jeffrey Lindberg),
but if rm not I'll be here, sitting in the
dark and dismal dungeon ofdoom we
lovingly call home to the last bastion
of truth andjustice in this dark world --
The Wooster Voice, and occasionally
jumping up to mace the editors at
random. Keeps 'em honest and also
insures that they don'ttry to fire me for
rambling at length when I should be
writing The News. But what the hell,
add this to another long list of twisted
and btownswryassignments, one more
down the tubes, what can you do?
All I can say is that anyone who
wants to make a difference in next
year's First Year Seminar or Forum
programs should contact Dean Wil-
liams office for an appointment or
write hera note. I can personally attest
that she win read h and she win listen
and your voice wiU not only be heard,
but win make a difference.
December 13, 1991 EW
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Blinded by the Light of Scrutiny
AMY M. DANA
As it seemed appropriate at the
beginning of the year to raise
questions about the ideal educa-
tion, it also seems appropriate at
the end of the semester to exam-
ine how far we have come in an-
swering them.
A few have suggested that the
views previously expressed in
this column have not dealt with
the issue of academic freedom.
However, the goals here have,
been precisely to call into con-
sideration the importance of in-
tellectual inquiry and academic
freedom as they relate to the goals
of an education. Current debates
have shown how certain parties
have disagreed about the objec-
tives of an education, and differ-
ing perspectives on the various
methodologies used to educate
have emerged.
It seems that people assume that
because questions are raised
about methodology, a personal
attack is being made upon minor-
ity group interests. This is not
the case nor the purpose of the
type of inquiry presented this
semester. Because of the type
of academic environment
Wooster encourages, people pre-sum- ed
investigators of
bias .accuse that these disagree
to be defenders and proprietors
of racist, sexist, and homophobic
values. Herein lies the danger
of over-generalizati- on.
As I wrote in the September
13. 1991 issue of the Voice. "A
dichotomy of views has emerged
The Wooster Voict is a newspaper of the
College of Wooster community, managed
and produced exclusively by students. The
Voict it published each Friday during the
academic school year, except daring ex-
amination and break period. Opinion
expressed herein are not necessarily those
of the stadenl body. Cacuiry, college admin-
istration, of the Vote staff. By lined piece
reflect only the opinions of the writers. The
Wooster Voict encourages all typed, double-(pace- d
letter so the editor-whic- h do not
exceed 300 words. Letters (nam contain the
writer's full name, address, and telephone
amber in order to be considered for publi-
cation. Letters most be received by 3 p.m.
on Tuesday to be considered for the follow-
ing Friday's publication. The Vote staff
reserve the right to hold or edit any letter
which it receives. Subscriptions to The
Woosur Voice are $30 per year and $20 per
semester. Overseas subscriptions are 550.
Subscription orders and other commentary
should be addressed to:
The Wooster Voice
BoxC-3187.CO.- W.
Wooster. OH 44691
(216)263-259- 8
whereby each party stands firmly
behind the lines of historical and
ideological battle, ready and
waiting to throw an accusatory
remark once the other has tries to
make a demonstration of author-
ity." I originally wrote this to
describe education at-larg- e. It
now accurately describes the cli-
mate of the College of Wooster.
Much of the hooplah has been
about the First-Ye- ar Forum.
While it is unfair to single out the
Forum as truly representative of
all aspects of Wooster's curricu-
lum, it embodies certain prin-
ciples which have been fully in-
tegrated into a large number of
courses and other aspects of cam-
pus life.
The environment that the per-
vasiveness of issues of race, gen-
der, class, and culture has cre-
ated is one of guilt, self-consciousne- ss,
and fear. When a
student is "educated" about the
implications' of his or her lan-
guage and yalue.systems. he or
she is being scrutinized by a criti-
cal school which seeks to under-
mine the assumptions of those
values.
The student is then made to
feel that they are somehow wrong
for holding those values. Are
people not entitled to hold values
of their choice?
Does not the Scot's Key pro-
tect every student from the un-
dermining of personal integrity?
If students' opinions are pro-
tected by the Key, then why do
many not challenge the ideas
RuT.. Yotvr iVEvER 7fclD
JN 1MB voice.
which are attacking their values?
I think many people just do not
want to put up with the hassle; it
is easier to remain silent than to
be labeled a racist, sexist, or
homophobe.
The Key states that "respon-
sible order" must co-exi- st with
individual expression. Leftist
ideologies have confused "re-
sponsible order" with "social re-
sponsibility so much that it has
come to be a violation of the Key's
subsequent statement : "The Col-
lege of Wooster seeks a structure
within which individual free-
dom may flourish without jeop-
ardizing the requirements of an
academic community and with-
out becoming so self-center- ed
that the resulting environment
finally destroys the very freedom
it was intended to support." (p.
52) Are we willing to destroy the
esteem of an individual for the
sake of social change?
The evidence of dichotomy on
this campus has come to suggest
that individual freedom of tradi:
tibnally 'conservative views' is
incompatible with social con-
sciousness a suggestion that is
not necessarily a reality.
It is not in keeping with prin-
ciples of academic freedom to
allow one set of principles,
namely the stereotyped "main-
stream" perspective, to be at-
tacked, and then not be given the
opportunity to counter-criticiz- e
or be considered meritorious sim-
ply because it is part of main-
stream traditional thought.or be
(
cause the attacking ideas are de-
fending historically victimized
peoples. Seeing things from dif-
fering perspectives or in differ-
ing shades of light is a completely
different phenomenon than be-
ing blinded by the continual light
of scrutiny. Education should be
at least a two-wa- y flow of ideas.
It is ironic and revealing that
calls in previous columns to re-
think our standards of being edu-
cated here have been labeled as
"paranoid", but similar calls by a
Forum speaker are applauded.
It has become fashionable to
reject the norm as a quick-fi- x for
social ills. But have we really
"fixed" anything this year? Yes,
some may have been enlightened
to the fact that they hold certain
values about which they were pre-
viously unaware. But unless
people are also educated about
the fact that they have a right to
hold those beliefs and use them
for critical inquiry in the spirit of
true diversity, their enlighten-
ment will plunge them back into
- -darkness.
It seems futile for questions to
be raised about setting standards
of education and .educational
goals when many members of the
campus community are preoccu-
pied with eradicating all norms
and standards.
But if we are true to our prin-
ciples of inquiry we will not ac-
cept any standard less than that
which can respect the integrity
of all people in the process of
learning.
AXE with
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Bureaucracy Presents Challenge to Average Student
LAUREN COHEN
Working for the Wooster Voice
has given me new insights into
the way things work at the Col-
lege of Wooster. Or maybe I
should say the way things don't
work.
For the past two weeks I've
been trying to write a follow-u- p
article to the whole mail room
scandal. (I'm sure that there are
people who will take exception
to the use of the word 'scandal,
but I can't think of a better one.)
Readers would have been able to
find out about the new guidelines
set for the mailroom in Lowry
Center in my article...if those
guidelines had actually been
drafted.
It seems that now, almost a
JEREMIAH JENNE
"And so this is Christmas and
what have we done?
Another year oyer and a new
one just begun'
John Lennon
The year of the slaughtered
lamb is finally over, 1991 is a
few scant weeks from being laid
to rest. The banshees screamed
for the souls' of many during the
course of this fine year and the
line through purgatory was said
to be one of the longest and
bloodiest in recent memory.
Many were called to task and the
dues paid to the piper included
such historic icons as the com-
munist party (formerly headqua-
rtered in Moscow) and the
KennedyCamelot dynasty (for-
merly of Hyannisport, Massa-
chusetts).
Which would have made us
about par for the course in any
other year...if 1991 had some-
how manage to end in April, but
the banshees were far from over
and soon even old George would
begin to hear the Banshees cry-
ing and moaning outside his win-
dow at night, calling him to do
penance for his crimes.
Eerie shrieks, the howls of the
damned and weird shadows on
the wall that for an instant re-
sembled the stocky facade of one
Patrick Buchanan, columnist,
political animal, and currently
holding steady in the books at 4-- 1
to be the Republican nominee
for president in 1992.
month after the incident, no writ-
ten statement of policy has been
issued regarding the situation.
Further, it seems like most of the
people involved would really
rather not talk about it until the
new guidelines are printed. I can
appreciate this, but in the mean-
time students still wait, most of
them now hand delivering their
campus mail.
What's the holdup? Is it the
paperwork? I thought that com-
puters weie supposed to solve
that problem. Perhaps the diffi-
culty lies in that many different
branches of the campus adminis-
tration are involved in the draft-
ing of these new guidelines. I've
bad dealings with many of these
offices in my futile attempts to
Swam Song for the Bammed
These are ominous times we
live in when a treacherous and
devious creature like Buchanan
could conceivably be. thought of
as a viable candidate, much less
the commander in chief of the
most powerful military arsenal
in the history of humankind.
Do we really know what we're
dealing with here? Buchanan is
the only man to have been in-
volved with both Watergate and
the Iran-Cont- ra scandal. We are
dealing with a seasoned, and may
I add extremely dangerous pro
here. Even Nixon viewed
Buchanan as some deranged pet
pit bull.' Great to have around
when the banshees were kicking
your door off the hinges with
jackboots at four in the morning
but not the sort of beast you ever
sanely forget to feed.
There is no doubt Buchanan
has served faithfully as a com-
pany man long enough. He has
always done what the Boss has
told him to do, without questions.
He knows he's ready and he
smells blood. Leave no mistake,
Buchanan will bring that whiny
little hack Bush screeching to his
knees when the deal finally goes
down in that wonderfully back-
wards and atavistic state we call
New Hampshire.
New Hampshire is not a state
kind to middle-of-the-roa- d, mush
mouthed conservatives. It is the
burial place of many "sure win-
ners'.
It was the last stand of Lyndon
report the issue. The Dean's
office says that the Lowry Center
director's office is in charge, but
what difference does it make,
since according to that office,
nothing is ready for public pe-
rusal.
I don't mean to implicate spe-
cific people or offices, because I
think that this is a problem that is
fairly common to all administra-
tive offices on this campus. Pass-
ing the buck and paper shuffling
doesn't just happen in Washing-
ton, or in the board rooms of
major corporations.
These things are happening
here, at- - scenic College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio a
population 2,000 plus unin-
formed students and faculty.
Johnson in '68 and the chopping
block for Ed Muskie four years
later.
Only in New Hampshire could
a right-be- nt demagogue like
Judge Souter lurk in the weeds
for his opportunity to stammer
and stall his way onto the highest
court in the land.
It is also the home of former
Chief of Staff John Sununu.
I have personal interest here.
Big John lives about four streets
and a swamp away from my house
in New Hampshire and my Mom
keeps calling with paranoid
ramblings about an area increase
in the number of Men in Black
Suits as well as weird reports of
screams and pained shrieks com-
ing from the Sununu mansion,
which she swears sound almost
human, but not quite...
The only real danger Buchanan
faces will be that twisted little
geek David Duke. He is going to
be a factor as he will take a large
part of the unemployed-white-male-with-a-family-to-feed-vo- te.
But Patrick is aware of this
threat, he's been around a long
time and when the sun sets on
New Hampshire primary day,
Buchanan will have made Duke
finally look the racist and de-
ranged freak that is. Buchanan
will stomp Duke like a rodent,
but not without paying cost.
As much as we don't want to
admit it to ourselves, David Duke
is a dangerous but very viable
When I wrote the commentary
on my First Year Forum article
(I'm sorry to bring this up again),
I asserted that the administration
shirked its responsibility to the
college community by not mak-
ing the criticisms of the program
known to the students, faculty,
and staff who participate in it.
Christina Sommers called this a
"serious crisis of democracy."
I will make this assertion again.
As the primary policy making
body on this campus, the admin-
istration has a responsibility to
address the concerns of its con-
stituencies (i.e. students, faculty,
and staff).
The concern over the policy
for the College of Wooster's
postal substation was raised by
force in this race. Duke appeals
to exactly the same people who
used to vote for.George Wallace,
the alienated and the unem-
ployed, the young, white, and
male.. Your basic Duke supporter
will be the guy who has lost his
job because the Japanese can do
it better and faster and who sees
his prospects for the future
dimmed by the evils of affirma-
tive action and high taxes that he
knows will go directly to hordes
of parasites and scavengers who
comprise the welfare system in
America. He is not somebody
who sees himself playing a large
part in a "kinder, gentler,
America.
Duke will be a major factor in
1992, both in the Republican Pri-
mary and, if he doesn't win there,
in the general election. At which
point he will render the Republi-
can nomination absolutely worth-
less to the poor hack who has the
misfortune of claiming it because
for the last decade this little ebb-
tide of disenchantment and igno-
rance has been voting, with reli-
gious fervor, for the Republican
dynasty of Reagan and Bush.
With Duke stripping away that
vote, it will be a last swan song
for the vile scum arid treachery
that was The Reagan Years.
Unless of course, the Demo-
crats follow recent history and
muck it up so badly that it will
defy all known logic and con-
found political scientists for years
to come.
students almost a full month ago.
As of publication of this issue of
The Wooster Voice, no new guide-
lines have officially been set. I
recognize that these things take
time. But if the new guidelines,
aren't ready until the start of next
semester, over two full months
will have elapsed since the issue
was first raised.
Either the administration is re-
sponsive to student concerns, or
it isn't. I haven't decided whether
I think it is or not But I have
decided that if administrators are
truly interested in the well being
of the student body, they're aw-
fully slow to show it. C'moq...
this isn't Washington. Give us
our guidelines, let us know where
we stand.
Ever since Chicago, 1968 the
Democrats have been the politi-
cal equivalent of lemmings, a
small rodent which runs in herds
off of high cliffs in Alaska each
year for no apparent reason than
it seems like the cool thing to do.
And I see 1992 as no excep-
tion, but what the hell, next year
is still 3 weeks, 2 papers, 3 ex-
ams and one spiritually bankrupt
holiday away from now so why
worry. Why worry indeed. 1991
was a year of gore and vengeance
but it is hard to do away with the
queasy feeling that it was all just
a warm-u- p, a gathering of mo-
mentum for what could prove to
a year of banshee screams and
.
the wrath of a jealous God.
Just remember to not knock
the rock just because you can't
get it to move. It will be the kind
of thing that is sure to bring the
screams of the damned down
upon your head my friend.
May your god rest your soul
because it deserves it more than
mine.
Happy Christmas, the war is
over.
030" G K 0 0.
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'Wooster Not the Institution I Expected1
A year ago I would have rec
ommended a friend to consider
studying at the College of
Wooster. Today, I would noL
My experience of a rural Penn-
sylvania town and small public
high school was one that usually
went unquestioned. Attending a
school like the College of
Wooster, I thought, would act as
a balance between the often con-
servative point of view that was
impressed upon me and the more
liberal ideology that so many in-
telligent people espouse in our
national community. I truly be-
lieved (and hoped) that some-
where in the middle of these op-
posing forces I would find an
eclectic and common foundation.
A foundation from which I could
independently determine my own
fStop Groping Blindly
Kwanzaa is an African Ameri-
can holiday, celebrated only in
the United States, during which
African Americans celebrate
their culture and heritage.
Africa is the mother land of the
African American, no one can
change that.
It is indeed very touching to
Africans that African Americans
should want to identify with "the
continent." However, one sug-
gestion needs to be made: If
African Americans want to be
taken more seriously and to have
their heritage respected, it would
help to stop groping blindly at
Africa.
Stop looking at Africa through
Respect
On Wednesday, December 4th
an incident took place at the
men's basketball game, which I
took offense. Several people
elected not to stand, during the
National Anthem. I do not know
why they chose to do this, but I
found this act rather disrespect-
ful.
As I reflected on the incident. I
tried to understand why. I found
nothing. If these were foreign
students, they should stand up.
because this is one of our cus-
toms. Every country in the world,
that I know of, stands during the
playing of their National Anthem.
I think if someone travels to an-
other country, for whatever rea-
son, they should honor this tradi
perception of realities and issues
in America, as well as, my role in
them.
' I initially perceived Wooster
as an institution that would chal-
lenge many of my basic civic
beliefs of life in American soci-
ety. It was all too soon before I
had realized that Wooster was
not the institution I had expected.
I was welcomed on campus as a
belligerent minority with con-
fused notions and twisted per-
ceptions. So be it. Yet. in my
search for an education my be-
liefs were belittled as I questioned
the "Politically Correct Order"
of things here at the College. No,
I wasn't snubbed by any profes-
sor or classmate, but I was iso-
lated by the overall campus atti-
tude. An attitude that demanded
the eyes of the white man. It is
not the multi-colore- d clothes, the
jewelry, the dances or the lan-
guage that make an African.
These are the material aspects of
a continent which has so much
more to offer.
People talk of being descen-
dants of the Zulu Nation or of
Queen Nefertiti. yet if you asked
them about the Zulu or the Egyp-
tians, they know little or nothing
of these African peoples. If you
are going to choose Shaka Zulu
as your African hero, doesn't it
make sense to know in what part
of Africa he lived?
The point brothers and sisters,
is that, in order to be proud of
National Anthem
tion.
I also pondered on the fact that
these people might be Americans,
if they are I hesitate to call them
Americans. I ask them to reflect
on what the National Anthem and
the flag means to this country. It
stands for freedom.
Many people over the last
couple centuries have died for
that freedom. Many people over
the last couple centuries have
died for that freedom. I think we
owe it to them to show respect
for something they died to pre-
serve. Freedom may not mean a
lot to some people, but it means a
lot to me.
The American Revolution was
fought because people wanted to
total acceptance of political and
social code of conduct I could
not be fully confident in.
If I did not wholly conform to
this pattern of behavior I could
find myself a very lonesome in-
dividual. In every arena that I
attempted to challenge I was
faced with the consequence of
being branded a sexist or labelled
a racist of deemed an elitist. If I
really felt like getting under
someone's skin I could even find
myself faced with expulsion. I
was right back in high school
again being indoctrinated to a
philosophy I had little freedom
or means by which to challenge.
This was the same ideology I
was trying to counterbalance. It
wasn't what was being said but
how it was to be said. Stated
AtAfrica1
something, you should be able to
see and feel it. You should not
take pride in your African roots
just because you need something
to be proud of. Take the time to
learn about Africa, the real Af-
rica, not the one portrayed by the
white man.
Take the time to learn about
her, so that the next time your
knowledge of Africa is chal-
lenged, you have a correct and
well-inform- ed answer instead of
the weak, abashed response: "...I
don't know... I have never been
to Africa." If she. Mother Af-
rica, is your pride and joy, then
please, take the time to know her.
Ruth Kiambo '95
create a free nation. The Civil
War as fought for the freedom of
slaves. Many other wars were
fought because of this belief
which we, as Americans, cher-
ish. I. myself, believe in free-
dom and when people in my coun-
try refuse to stand for the Na-
tional Anthem. I have a real prob-
lem with this act of disrespect. If
these people will not stand dur-
ing the National Anthem, I ques-
tion their right to be in my coun-
try. I invite them to go to some
other countries in the world,
where freedom is not such a com-
mon thing. Then. I think they
will understand why I got so up-
set about the situation.
Mark E. Burge '94
directly. No questions asked.
Was this how I was to receive an
"education?" Am I the only per-
son in Wooster with an ounce of
common sense? I felt like the
lone conscience in a vast labora-
tory of brainwashing Oceania
was chanting all around me.
Now. I really don't think the
College of Wooster is the brain-
child of George Orwell, but there
are many that feel the penetrat-
ing sure of Big Brother around
here.
What I have determined in a
year and a half of patient and
tolerating participation is that the
College is designed for a student
totally different from myself.
That type of pupil seeks to hear
what heshe wants to hear. And
that type of pupil seeks not to
What's the
KEVIN ANDERSON
I want to take advantage of
this forum to express my dis-
may with fraternities in general,
but specifically at the College
of Wooster. I want to express
my dismay at the childish games
that they engage in, and the wild
drinking they encourage. I
mean, it's not like an indepen-
dent ever engaged in behavior
like binge drinking. ..well, not
too much at least, but we never,
ever engage in childish, imma-
ture games like quarters
or...Damn, we do that too. Well,
at least we are not organized
when we do it.
I mean, at least we don't band
together to form a power on cam-
pus for a social life we enjoy.
and appreciate practising. I.uh,
guess we let the frats do that for
us. Well at least the indepen
dents can never be accused of
sexist behavior like frats occa-
sionally are...opps. I guess that
we're fallible too.
In all seriousness. I see noth
ing wrong with attacking insti
tutions that promote intolerance,
or proscribe harmful practices
question mat wnicn nesne is
embracing. I'm just a kid from
PA, but that's not what an educa-
tion is supposed to be about, is it?
I won't be going back to
Wooster in January. I've excused
myself from the school I once
recommended to a good friend as
a place where she could really
gain a lot. Boy. could she. Some
of my dear friends have expressed
their sadness upon hearing my
decision. They tell me they un-
derstand why I'd want to leave. I
honestly hope I am alone in my
thoughts. Really, what if all my
dear Wooster friends and their
friends friends all have had the
same experience I've had? And
still, they endure it? Wouldn't
that be sad?
Douglas L. Miller '94
Difference?
for their members. I just don't
feel that fraternities deserve all
the heat that they have been
given over the last several years
Fraternities provide an excel
lent support system for their
members, and teach important
lessons in cooperation and group
living for those who choose to
join them. Hopefully, it will be
noted that I write this letter as
an independent, and this will
mark my commentary with an
objective frame of reference. In
any case, I wish that those across
the country would attack the
negative practices found in some
institutions that they are found in.
While sometimes, problems
like negative group practices are
found to be merely symptoms of
a larger problem, other times
they are merely the virus (to use
an anatomical analogy) that are
the problem. After all, if you
get a blemish on your nose, you
don't cut off your nose, you treat
the blemish. In this case too, I
believe that practices that some
fraternities indulge in should be
criticized, not the institution it-
self. .
The Voice requires that all Letters to the Editor
be signed by the writer.
THE VOICE WILL NOT PRINT ANONYMOUS LETTERS.
DEADLINE: TUESDAY 5PM
Please submit any letters to The Wooster Voice in
Lowry basement or to Box C-31- 87.
'Tepperoni
LAUREN COHEN
Voice Staff Writer
It was 1 1 ."00 onTuesday night, and
I was hungry. What's a starving
person to do when it's late at night?
Why, call for pizza, of course.
So I did, and while I was eating, I
started wondering how much pizza is
consumed on the College of Wooster
campus. A quick call Wednesday
night to a few of the local pizzajoints
yielded the answer.
The first call I made was to Plus
One pizza, located at 5 16 Beall Av-
enue. I talked to an employee who
informed me that it was a busy night,
and the manager would have to get
back to me. I'm sorry to report that
I never did talk with him but hey,
it's been a busy week for students
too.
The next call I made was to
Domino's Pizza, located at 423 E.
Liberty. The manager suggested that
I stop in and chat. His name is Kerry
Repine, and he's the guy responsible
for making sure that all those pizzas
get here in thirty minutes or less. So
I asked him just how much of his
product we consume here at the Col-
lege of Wooster. ' The results were"
staggering.
Repine showed me his weekly sales
reports for the months of June, July,
and August, when the College is not
in regular session. The store pulled in
a fair amount of money, but nothing
compared with the figures for the
months since students have returned
to campus. Since we've been back.
Glass of 1991 and 12:
The Sequel
MELISSA LAKE
Voice Staff Writer
This month, many College of
Wooster students will finish their
degree requirements without all the
pomp and circumstance of an I.S.
march and a graduation ceremony.
Among them are Dave Albert, Michele
Cammarata, and Corey Choate.
Dave Albert is a Communications
major whose Independent Study is
titled "From a Rhetoric of Ideology
to a Rhetoric of Realization: An
Ideographic Analysis of the Univer-
salizing Influence of Language In
Deregulation as Represented by Fed-
eral Communications Commission
Chairperson Addresses to the Na-
tional Association ofBroadcasters."
Albert is planning to return in May
for the official graduation ceremony,
but is disappointed that he will "miss
the opportunity to participate" in the
(and Sausage
theu- - sales have doubled. The col-
lege supplies me double my sales,"
says Repine. To illustrate this, Re-
pine informed me thatTuesday night,
63 of 123 orders that Domino's took
in were placed by students.
According to Repine, Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays are their big-
gest nights, followed closely behind
by Tuesday nightsfwhen a numberof
students are participating in the Soup
and Bread program in Kittredge.
Repine sees the correlation between
Soirp and Bread (and other meals)
and the number of sales, and claims
that "students are revolting against"
the food being offered in the dining
halls. "Remember that week when
you guys had spaghetti three nights
in a row? I usually don't sell food to
another shop, but I did that week"
because of the huge number of sales
that all the major pizza shops in town
enjoyed. In addition to noticing trends
in sales that depend on the number of
students on campus. Repine has no-
ticed that certain dorms are respon-
sible forcertain numbers and types of
orders. He claims that the North
wing of Holden Hall is their biggest
onampus consumer,' closely fol-
lowed by Stevenson Hall.' Holden is
considered to be apepperoni dorm,"
while Babcock consumers are more
likely to order ground beef, onions,
and pineapple. Compton is consid-
ered to be a "cheese" dorm.
Domino's claims to be the most
frequently called pizza shop when
college students are hungry. "We
Spring celebrating with everyone else.
.
Michele Cammarata is not only
planning to return for graduation,
she hopes to make it back for the LS.
celebration in March. She' has no
regrets about not graduating with
the class of 1991. She feels she has
good friends at Wooster in every
class and is "just excited to be a part
it all." Cammarata is an English
major whose I.S. was an experiment
with creative writing.
Corey Choate took a one-semes- ter
leave to work in the banking
industry and is consequently gradu-
ating a semester late. He states that
his work experience was a "definite
plus" and feels it was as much a
benefit to him as a semester in col-
lege. Choate is a Communications
major who studied the effects of cross-cultur- al
influences on miscommuni-catio- n
in the business environment, i
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and Mushroom and Pineapple) Please!"
' J;
Tuesday night Domino's delivers one
Dan Stefaniuk
outrank the college's competitors 2
to 1, if not 3 to 1," boasts Repine.
"The quality and service are
betterwe very rarely have a com-
plaint from a college kid," he claims.
Further, Domino's is capable of get-
ting a pizza delivered in IS minutes,
"twenty at the most" Repine admits
Independent Study Mell
KRISTIN L. FLACHSBART -
Assistant Editor
"It's just a class...just a one-cred- it
class."
This statement,' proclaimed by a
very frazzled junior, was an ill-fat- ed
attempt to convince all the rest of the
very frazzled juniors to just calm
down, relax, and just accept their fate
of having to write a 25 page term
paper or literature review with a smile.
His attempt didn't work.
The end of the semester is upon us,
and tensions are high. For approxi-
mately one-thir- d of the class of 1993,
however, high tensions are nothing
new. These juniors are experiencing
the notorious, dreaded Junior Inde-
pendent Study.
Well, maybe it's not that notori-
ous. At least, it's not as bad as the one
they face senior year. But almost all
of them have heard the horror stories
fly
ok the 63 orders they received to
"
"
that the high quality of ingredients,
and the speedy delivery, were at-
tempts to compete with other shops.
Plus One is still Domino's biggest
competitor.
Students seem to be appreciative
of Domino's high standards. Ac-
cording to one of the drivers, "Col
about finding topics, locating re-
search, having difficulties with advi-
sors and interlibrary loan, deleting
their paper the day before the rough
draft is due when they haven't made
a back-u- p copy (believe me this
really does happen!), and numerous
other nightmares. -
According to one "victim," "It was
the most anticlimatic event in my
life." Dart Schmalz, a history major
looking at how accurately the Battle
of Gettysburg is depicted today, stated
. that "After staying up until three in
the morning for two weeks, when I .
finally finished it, the paper just
wasn't what I thought it would be."
English major Ann Schmitz com-
mented that Jr. IS was "the worst
experience in my life. I had written
32 pages of nothing. I turned it in
early, since I was tired of staring at it.
Thank God for Courier type!"
Wooster's hungry campus. Photo by
'
lege kids tip as well or better than
people in the residential areas." Fur-
ther, most drivers report that they've
never had any problems delivering to
campus addresses.
Well, all this thuiking about food
has got me hungry again. Anybody
up for pizza?
Schmitz, who looked into
psychoanalytical literary theory,
found herselfreading six psychology
books that she did not fully compre-
hend. Furthermore, she had never
taken any college psychology courses.
Sarah Murthison, a communica-
tions major, chose to run a study
about a video public communications
campaign for Alzheimer's Disease.
Having had no classes in quantitative
methods, she discovered that she had
to teach it to herself (with help from
her advisor). Murchinsori stated that
the last week has been an uphill battle,
in her attempts to finish her paper
(now running at 70 pages). Sheadded
that she now feels prepared for Se-
nior IS.
Ali Steelman, a double major fin-
ishing her religious studies IS (she
Continued on page 10
State Qf The Student Government
-
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The 1991-199- 2 SGA Cabinet
Finally it's Here. . JSGA Sponsors Book Buy-Bac- k
Committees Address Student
LISA OSTERMUELLER
As the Vice President For Stu-
dent Affairs I am responsible for
advising and working with the
members of the various' ad hoc
committees formed by the Stu-
dent Senate. The committees are:
Alcohol. Food Service, Hygeia,
National Affairs, Parking, and
Smoking. Five of these commit-
tees have been tackled by the
SGA in the past four years, how-
ever each of the committees have
still had to research each of the
issues due to changes over time.
There has been gradual progres-
sion within each committee and I
foresee an exciting and fast paced
second semester for these and
new committees.
Alcohol-- pamphlet to senators
SGA Funding
applications due
January 20, 1992.
Available at
Lowry front desk.
Questions, call
Ext 2773
Photo by Dan Stefantlt
including Ohio state laws,
C.O.W. alcohol policies and the
party contract. Currently review-
ing the party contract. .
'. Food Service-- - working with
Howard Raber on new ideas for
food selection and proposed
"snack" idea for during exams.
Second semester plans include:
campus survey at lunch, Research
of future plans to computerize ID
system, discover reasoning be-
hind on campus students' require-
ment to be on food plan, and dis-
cuss with Galpin the option of
alternative meal plans. .
.
Hygeia- - met with Mrs. Ander-
son to achieve a better under-
standing of how Hygeia works
and to encourage better comma
nication between the SGA and
SGA as a Funding Source for
SURAJ DUDHORIA
One of the important activities of
the Student Government Associa-
tion every semester is to allocate
money to various campus organiza-
tions. SGA serves as a resource that
many organizations turn to as a
source for funding their activities.
This semester the SGA allocated
over $8,000 to a variety of organiza-
tions ranging from America's First
Amendment Celebration and Habi-
tat for Humanity to the International
Students Association.
Since many students are unaware
of the whole funding process, I will
take this opportunity to explain the
ROBB DEGRAW
The Student Government As-
sociation is sponsoring the first
all-stude- nt book bay-bac- k pro-
gram December 16,17, and 18
from 1 1a.m.-- 1 p.m. in Lowry
Pit. The book bay-bac- k program
will benefit both students who
are baying and selling used
books. ,
Many students complain that
the bookstore does not give them
a fair price for their used books,
and that it resells these same
books the following semester at
inflated prices. The SGA book
buy-bac- k will allow students to
buy and sell books at competi-
tive prices without the interfer-
ence of a middle person.
A mailer. was sent to all stu-
dents on Thursday along with a
book buy back card. Those wish
Hygeia. Questions asked in-
cluded : qualifications of the doc-
tors and nurses, night care, emer-
gency procedures, dental care,
discounted medication, etc. Cur-
rently, we are looking into' put-
ting condoms in the dorm vend-
ing machines.
National Affairs- - Recently
hosted open mike discussion with
student leaders and campus on
December 5. 1991;
Parking-- met with Keith James
to discuss parking policies and
future plans. Gave all senators a
copy of the Motor Vehicles regu-
lations handbook and are cur-
rently investigating specific park-
ing areas.
Smoking- - discussed with Betty
Rea possible housing privileges
process. Every semester funding ap-
plications are made available at the
front desk and organizations are
given at least a week to turn them in.
Once they are turned in, the Funding
Allocations Committee, a standing
committee of the SGA headed by the
Treasurer, meets with representa-
tives of the various organizations
and makes a recommendation to the
SGA Cabinetbasedon various guide-
lines such as: number ofpeople hav-
ing the opportunity to benefit from
the activity, amount of money avail-
able for allocation, directness ofben-
efit to the campus community, etc.
The SGA cabinet makes its own
ing to sell a book simply need to
fill out the card and return it tor
the SGA drop box located across
from the post office in Lowry
Center.
These cards, as well as addi-
tional cards which can be ob-
tained from the front desk, will
be filed by department and sub-
ject matter for the exchange. The
filed cards will then be available
to students on Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday of finals week.
To cover the cost of setting up
the program, a 25 cent charge
will be attatched to each' card
purchased, with any profits go-
ing to a charitable organization.
Students will be able to. list
both text books and non-te- xt
books as well as other sell items
such as stereos. lofts and carpets
through the SGA. Udaya Tho--
Concerns
for designated smoking or non-
smoking bousing blocks. Ran-
dom survey of 200 students will
determine the campus interest in
this proposal. The survey was
'conducted December 11th
through the mail. The survey
also included a question regard-
ing the smoking area in the Lowry
dining hall and whether people
like the smoking area or would
rather the dining hall be non-
smoking entirely.
As you can see the Ad Hoc
committees are making waves
this semester. If you have any'
questions, suggestions or com-
ments for any of these commit-
tees or regarding a new concern '
please contact Lisa O. at the SGA
office, extension 2773 or at 3676.
Organizations
suggestions and this whole package
is then presented to the Student Sen-
ate which has the final say on the
matter.1 Once approved, the
Treasurer's office transfers the funds
from the SGA account to the respec-
tive group's account:
The funding applications, for
events planned for next semester are
already available at the front desk
and are due by January 20, a week
after school starts. The Funding Al-
locations Committee will meet with
groups over the following week and
the Student Senate at its meeting on
February 4th will make the final
allocations.
mas, who has helped coordinate
the buy-bac-k stated, "It is our
.hope that students will use the
system throughout the year. They
can call the SGA to find out what
items other students have listed
for sale."
The book buy-bac- k program is
also scheduled for January 13-1- 5
of second semester as well as
during finals week in the Spring.
Cards which are not purchased
by the end of second semester
will stored for the following year.
Students who have books for
classes which are only offered
Fall semester are encouraged to
list their books for next year's
exchange.
.
- For more information about the
book buy-bac- k program please
call the SGA office at extension
3175.
SGA
Semester II
Calendar
13-1- 5 Book Buy-Bac- k. ;
llajn.--l p.m. Lowry Fit
20 Funding Applications
'
Due '
4 General Funding Meeting
14 Election Petitions for
Campus Council and
' SGA Cabinet available at
Lowry Front Desk
21 Election Petitions Due
7 pjn. Publicity Meeting
25 Campaign Speeches" 7 pin
Lowry Pit
27 Campus Elections .
March
6 Van Rides to the Airport
1 & 5 pjn. -
22 Van Rides returning from
Airport 4 & 7 p.m. .
Aciil
3 Trustee Social Hour
'4--5 pin. Lowry Pit
May '"
2 Large Storage 9 ajn.-- 4 pjn.
3--5 Small Storage Holden
; Basement
4--6 Book Buy-Ba- ck
7 , Van Rides to Airport 5 pm
TATE QFSBtm STUDENG
. .
.
: "
.
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Report of the Vice President
for. Academic Affairs '
Educational Affairs Committee
Works to Extend Library Hours
MICHAEL McTIERNAN
When the Educational Affairs
Committee (E.A.C), consisting
of Laura Pass Marian Pfeiffer,
Jen Novak, Carrie Stoddard,
Heidi Distelhorst, and Michael
McTiernan, met early in October
to discuss plans for the semester,
they decided that their first con-
cern would be the library.
All were familiar with student
complaints about the library's re-
sources, structure, and hours
among other things.
Because the resources and
structure of the library were long
term problems currently being ad-
dressed by the Faculty Library
Committee and the Trustees, the
E.A.C. decided they would in-
vestigate concerns about the op-
erating hours of Andrews
brary. .
In order to obtain direct
pus input;' the Committee'-designe- d
a random survey, with the
help of Professor Godek and his
Quantitative Methods class, in-
quiring student's patterns of li-
brary use and their need for ex-
tended hours.
After the surveys were col-
lected and the results tallied, it
was obvious to the E. A.C. that a
change was necessary.
Over SO per cent of the stu-
dents . responding said xhty
needed library hours extended.
EvA.G. Proposes for
. The Educational Affairs Commit-
tee is currently investigating alter-
native evaluations of the Faculty.
The Committee feels that students
should not only have the right, as
they currently do, to evaluate pro-
fessors, but also the right to examine
certain aspects of these evaluations.
As the procedure currently stands,
student evaluations are only made
known to certain faculty, adminis-
trators, and trustees.
One of the arguments against such
evaluations are that they will dam-
age unfairly the careers of many
faculty. Understanding the poten-
tial harm to faculty, the Committee
will make sure such an evaluation
avoids purely subjective questions
on things like whether a student
Of the respondents doing I.S., 88
.
per cent replied that extended li-
brary' hours would benefit their
project. The E-A.-C, who some
have called the greatest SGA
mittee in forty years, proceeded to
acton the survey results.
The Committee recommended
that library hours be extended
two to three hours per week on a
trial basis at the beginning of
next semester.
Based on the survey data, ex-
tended hours on Tuesday, Thurs-
day, and Sunday nights would be
most beneficial. At the end of
' the trial basis a decision could be
made about the success of the
change.
The E.A.C. pointed out that the
benefits to students, especially
I.S. students, would be well worth
the minimal cost of the one month
trial; estimated at $75. -- Y
The "Report on the Fall 1991
: Library Survey was delivered
to various administrators, most
importantly the Library Direc-
tor, Damon Hickey.
The well mannered, and even
better dressed Hickey was ex-
tremely receptive to the proposal.
He accepted the recommendation
and plans such a. trial for next
semester.
Who said the Student Govern-
ment Association never did any-
thing? r
"liked" a profesaor.'and focus on
more general areas such as teaching
style. The specific areas to be ad-
dressed in the proposed evaluations
.
have yet to be completely worked
out. Another argument is that
student's feelings about faculty
members arealready known by word ;
of mouth. The Committee finds this
method tobe insuffkienL First Year
students, and even some Sopho-
mores, don't have as great a knowl-
edge of faculty reputations as Jun-io- rs
and Seniors, and a formal evalu-
ation would provide them with such
information. In addition, the pro-
posed faculty evaluation would ben-
efit faculty for two reasons. First,
faculty are more open to unfair "bad
mouthing" as is, because the people
; r 7 V
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1991-199- 2 Student Government
Report of Student
Student representation on faculty
committees is currently at an all time
high. Here is a brief report from
each of those committees.
ACADEMIC COMPUTING: Stu-
dent representatives Thatcher Tho-
mas and Parker Thomas report that
the committee has I) completed the
network, 2) updated the computer
classroom, 3) networked the library
system in line in Kauke and plan to
complete on line outside Kauke soon.
The Committee is currently reevalu-
ating long term goals.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE: The
topics discussed by the Committee
this semester are 1) renovations of
Andrews Library, possibly moving
Science libraries to Flick-- an archi-
tect has been hired to begin plans for
renovation, 2) need to reduce size of
Alternative
most vocal about faculty members
are those who have had bad experi-
ences. A formal evaluation would
paint a more accurate picture of a
faculty members styles and abilities.
Open evaluations would also give
due credit to those faculty who are
most respected by the students.
- The benefits to students ofan open
evaluation are obvious. The results
of the new evaluations would serve
as a "Consumer's Guide" to stu-
dents during class registration pe-
riod. Students would use the infor-
mation to make a more knowledge-
able decision on their investment
Fewer students win find themselves
stuck in a class with a professor they
feel is incompetent because they will
be aware ofhis or her abilities before
0 r
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Association Senate
Representatives to
the collection- - individual depart-
ments would be supervise this, 3)
'the new automated system- - will be
connected to individual rooms by
next year, 4) the library's role in I.S.
research- - how much is too much?
The student reps on thg .Committee
-- are Anne Bryant and Becky Mullin.
UPPER-CLAS- S PROGRAMS:
The Committee has approved a new
statement for special majors and have
also approved over six special ma-
jors. The Committee is chaired by
Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams
and represented by Calley Haserot
and Suraj Dudhoria.
ACADEMIC STANDARDS: The
Committee student representatives,
Aeron Lucas and Rachel Tansey,
report that new guidelines for Aca-
demic Probation were established
Faculty Evaluations
registration. Students could select
teachers who meet their specific
needs and expect to profit more from
their Wooster education. .
. - The Administration would also
benefit from the proposed evalua-
tions. Students would be less suspi-
cious of an open evaluation, and
accusations of faculty and adminis--
,
trative politics influencing the re-
sultsof the presenteval uations would
vanish. The open evaluations would
in the long run provide the school
with better faculty, as they would
become more responsive to student's
needs.
The E.A.C. plans to have the spe-
cific proposal prepared by late Janu-
ary and will at that time present it to
the various department chairs. The
i
it.
Photo by Dan Stefaniuk
Faculty Committees
and mailed to all students. In addi-
tion the Committee evaluates records
of students reapplying to the school.
CULTURAL EVENTS: Twenty-thre- e
events have been sponsored by
the Commitee including the Names
" Project, Aids Memorial Quilt, King's
County Choir," Ancestors Known
and Unknown-Bo- x works," as well
as numerous speakers. The
Committe includes CorettaJones and
Hanna Howe.
PUBLICATIONS:
The Committee, including Karen
Cordrick and Amy Hollander .have
hosted an Open-Camp- us Forum and
discussed the Voice adverising
policy, among other things.
Next semester the Committee will
appoint editors to the Voice and
'Goliard.
Committee hopes that at least one
chair will be receptive to the idea
and include the new evaluations with
their own on a one semester trial
basis.- - These new evaluations wiil
be in addition to the evaluations al-
ready given. The results will be
shared with the participating depart-
ment chair, and then processed by
the. Committee. If successful the
E.A.C. hopes to implement the evalu-
ations in all the departments by the
Fall of 1992.
The Committee will also be look-
ing at altemitiyes to the present sys-
tem of reading days, and at the First
Year Seminar Program in the up-
coming semester. For information
or input call Michael McTiernan at
ext. 3106.
'1! -
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Kenarden: Good for
the Environment
v
'"5
.a.
Tm currto Kxnakdex. Photo iv Mm Pimm
EUSE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
The Environmental Concerns of Stu
dents dub. ECOS, are prcoy pleased
with the new fijuuresinKenardaiLodge.
Keith Marshall, contact person, stated
that ECOS feels everything is environ-menta- Dy
aware in the building.
MarsriansakI,"IJreCcilegeriasdbne
some things io take less resources from
theenvironment." Fix tures such as water
saving shower heads and energy effi-
cient fighting systems have been in-
stilled, and the College has decided to
keep these fixnaes if they pay for them-
selves in five years.
Outside, thestorm gutxersare designed
to feed mto die ground water instead of
into the sewer system. This benefits the
-- U- iT?nwrpyggFeature- -
V.
environment, because k ceases to cause
added stress on the sewer system.
Marshall said that the only negative
aspect of the new Ledge is the toilets.
The toilets that will be installed will flush
using the normal amount of water, five
gallons, as opposed to conserving water
by using the three gallon toilet bowls.
Eventually, no-lea- k faucets would also
be a nice addition not only to Kenarden,
but also to all buildings on campus,
added Marshall.
The ECOS fed that the College took
some positive steps by installing these
emdnjiiientaDyaware fixtures. Marshall
commented. "The biggest steps yet will
come from the students and theiractions,
such as timing off unneeded lights and
water."
The Candles iWere Correct;
JSA Plans Spring Events
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
' On the fourth or so night of
Chanukah, Bob Rodda, director of
Lowry Center, called Jewish Stu-
dents Association co-presid- ent
Elinor Coburn '94 (co-presid- ent with
Emily Freed 93 , to tell her that
"somebody's been messing up the
candles." Elinor' sets the record
straight, however, by informing the
Voice that the "candles" on the elec-
tric menorah in Lowry Center were
correctly lit, but "maybe people were
looking at it from the other side."
According to Elinor, the JSA
"makes people aware of the holi-
days andLihc ethnic aspect of Juda-
ism, not necessarily the religious"
In terms of the College's treatment
of Chanukah, Coburn felt it was ad
OPEN 24 HOURS
20 off with
college i.d.
call us at
262-53- 1 1
12 &vrmi?
r-- A MM
1 OX DISCOUNT
AFTER 2 P.M.
WITH STUDENT. I.D.
Kaffee Haus
2730 Cleveland Rd.
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
FOR STUDENTS
RIVATE. FURNISHED ROOMS
SHARE TV AND KITCHEN
S200MO. PLUS SECURITY
DEPOSIT NO UTILITIES
CABLE AVAILABLE IF INTER
ESTED PLEASE CALL:
264-942- 5
equate, since "forChristmas you can
have a tree up for a month, Chanukah
is eight days." " -- .
.
Cobum's aim is to let the campus
commurury knew that"yc)udon'thave
to be Jewish to recognize the holiday.
People of every religion are welcome
to JSA events." She hopes to involve
more people in JSA, and plans for the
spring include a speaker, around the
time ofRosh Hashana, possibly aRus-
sian rabbi from Cleveland, as well as
films and informal pizza parties and
films. TheJSAalsoheldacommemo-ratkx- i
in memory of Kristallnacht,
during which students made presenta-boisanddiscussedtheirviewscciia-cism
and farms of prejudice.
Of Jewish students, she says, "Our
numbers may be small, but we still
exist."
IKE'S Great American Restaurant
Liberty eg
CZU --
IKE'S Super Americaco
Timken i"
j-Bo-
b"EvajiSi
icehouse drive-thr-u
For all your beverages and party needs,
beer, wine, chips, soda, ice and snackfoods
HOURS
StnL-Thur- s.
11 a-m.--12:30 a--m.
FrL and SaL'
11 am-lKX)aj- 3L
g
CD
University
Bowman- -
ICEHOU1
Located at the corner ofBowman and Palmer ;
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. Dance at the Underground.
11-- 2 a.m.- - D.J.- - Erik
"HAWK" Haakonsen and
Greg Simmons. $.50.
Monday, ten 13
..Sign-u- p begins for SAB
Travel Trip:- - Kent State Li-
braryIce Skating 9--5 p.m.
30 spots available. $2.00.':
Wnwdav. Tan IS
SAB Recruitment Fair :
Lowry Lounge. ll:30-lp.- m.
Come and visit the individual
committee tables and find out
how you can join the Student
Activities board!
Video: Hamlet (Mel
Gibson and Glenn Close) at 8
p.m. FX (Illusion and reality
violently clash in the sus-
pense thriller FX. When
murder with special effects
becomes reaLTyler needs ev-
ery trick he knows to get out
alive!) 10 p.m.
WANTED :
SAB van drivers for the
Moon i rrr Cow.
1 Over 21 years cf 2 sc.
2 Available r.'r'.tv.e;!;-ends- .
3 Enthusiastic about
Travel Trips.
1 Free xr.zzls during tlrr. cs
away from campus,
2 Free ticket to evcr.l.
Fcr mere ir.ro. ccr.tzct:
"Jzn GcsLd X-31- 27
The Lc'.rry Center Di
re ctorsVOfHce X-- 2
PACKAGING AH MAILING CENTER
SHIPPING AND MOVING BOXES
If you don't want to pack it - we will --
', .
,: We Pick-u- p packages for you - $2 Fee
Shipping Services - UPS
We will pack or ship any
item to any place . ,
20 off boxes -
PRO PACK
(216)345-699- 9
2967 Cleveland Road (Across from Arby's)
.
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Melissa Barnes "94 continues to watt and wait and watt for a computer. Photo by Mike Pepper
Continued from page 7
starts on her political science IS
next semester), says that conducting
in-de- pth research is exciting. Steelman
is examining what effects the orga-
nized church has had on gay and les-
bian spirituality. However, she added
tiiataU the rKxror stories are true. "I've
written more drafts for this than I ever
have for any other paper. I've com-
pleted six drafts, and I still have to redo
the lastone in the next four days, when
the project is due.
Ming Chang also agrees that the
horror stories one hears are absolutely
; true. T heard that you'd have to work
on it every day of the semester, and it
turned out to be true. It's revisions and
still more revisions! Sometimes I
stayed up until 4 or 5 a.m. Since Mon-
day, I've put in 30 hours in three days."
Chang, a communications major,
chose to look at how the Cleveland
Browns Public Relations office
handled the Kevin Mack incident, yet
had trouble gathering information. "I
relied too much on the NFL and the
Browns to give me sources, and they
did not cooperate.' Chang also added
UiatrxxxTasuriationplayedasrnallrole
in his IS headache.
Theatre major Lee Hillman, who
looked at various British musicals in
America, commented that the IS expe-
rience was a hard one to describe. "It
was something I never doubted I could
do, but I still went through all the stress
mmfmmm n
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Independent Study Hell Continues,
ii ii
to get it finished. It wasn't as hard as
I thought it would be, though."
Other students found that the expe-
rience was notashorrible as they feared.
Jenny Neili apsychology major, stated
that even though the psychology IS
was due before Thanksgiving, it was
a good experience. "I couldn't find
any sources on my original topic, not
even at Case, so I changed my topic
one-and-a-h-alf weeks into the semes-
ter, and ended up looking at methods
of gathering incident rates of sexual
assault"
Another junior pleased with the IS
process was philosophy major Mike
Smith, who looked at aid to world
hunger. "I wasn't worried about writ-
ing it, 'cause I usually don't get pan-
icky about things like that I finished
the rough draft over Thanksgiving
Break, and turned in the final paper
soon afterwards."
Whether or not the Jr. IS experience
was a pleasant one or a major head-
ache, it's almost over for one-thi-rd of
the class of '93. Well, maybe not
quite, for there still are those juniors
who decided to double-maj- or and have
to go through all of the troubles of this
one-cred- it class again. And then,
there's those math majors out there,
who luck out and escape the whole
process. As SheraseMaddox stated,"!
don'thaveaJr.IS it's great!-Ma- kes
you wish you were a math major,
doesn't it?
2f
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Kwanzaa Banquet Highlights Weeklong Cultural Events
Dance at the Underground.
11-- 2 a.m. D.J.- - Erik
"HAWK" Haakonsen and
Greg Simmons. $-5- 0.
Monrfv. Tan 13
Sign-u- p begins for SAB
Travel Trip: Kent State Li-
braryIce Skating 9-- 5 p.m.
30 spots available. $2.00.
WHnxtfiT. Tan 15
SAB Recruitment Fair :
Lowry Lounge. 11:30- - 1p.m.
Come and visit the individual
committee tables and find out
how you can join the Student
Activities board!
Video: Hamlet (Mel
Gibson and Glenn Close) at 8
p.m. FX (Illusion and reality
violently clash in the sus
pense thriller FX. When
murder with special effects
becomes real, Tyler needs ev
ery trick he knows to get out
alive!) 10 p.m.
WANTED : SAB van driv
ers for the Mooving Cow.
Requirements: .
1 Over 2 1 years of age.
2 Available nightsweek
ends.
3 Enthusiastic aboutTravel
Trips.
Payment:
1 Free meals during times
away from campus.
2 Free tickets to events.
For more info, contact:
JenGoebelX-312- 7
The Lowry Center
Directors' Office X-20- 62.
NEWS SERVICES
Amiri Baraka. noted African
American writer and professor
of American studies at the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook, will be the featured
speaker at a Kwanzaa banquet at
the College of Wooster tonight at
7:00 p.m.
The banquet will be held in
Mackey Hall at Westminster
Church House.
Kwanzaa is a weeklong holi-
day of African American culture
and heritage, traditionally ob-
served Dec. 26-Ja- m. 1. that hon-
ors the principles of umoja
(unity), kujichagulia (self-determinatio-n),
ujima (collective work
and responsibility), nia (pur-
pose), ujamaa (cooperative eco-
nomics), kuumba (creativity),
and imani (faith). Tonight's ban-
quet highlights a series of cam-
pus events marking' Kwanzaa.
organized by the SAB Black Fo-
rum.
Baraka. a poet and dramatist,
has been recognized with awards
nun
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Writes Imamu Anna Baraka will be tub guest speaker for the Kwanzaa Banquet tonight at 7 p.m. in
Macxet Hall at WESTvnNSTEa Church House. Tickets are required for the event.
from the Rockefeller Foundation can American thought, and is the free, but advance tickets are re-a- nd
the National Endowment for organizer of the Malcolm X Writ- - quired due to limited seating,
the Arts He is the editor of The ers Workshop in Newark. NJV .Tickets are available at the front
Black Nation," a journal of Afri- - ; Admission to the banquet is desk of Lowry Center." i" '
WCWS ConcertWatch
Kevin Anderson - Music Director
Fit. Dec 13 Thejanglers Euclid Tavern
SaL.Dec.14 James Brown ' CSU. Convocation Center
So SumiBluto's Revenge Empire
MoiL.Dec.16 Jesus Lizard - Euclid Tavern
Thur., Dec 19 24-- 7 Spyz Peabody's
Tuc,Dec31 Thejanglers Peabody's
For ticket information on most of these shows,
. call the TicketMasua- - Outlet in Cleveland:
(216)241-555- 5
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Traditional "A Christmas
Carol" Reading ;
: I N'li ri.
n J J Tv; s :
Wooster Alum Willem Lange (57) will give a reading of the
popular A Christmas Carol" tomorrow night in Freedlander
Theatre beginning at 7:30 p.m. A reception will follow with
President and Mrs. Copeland.
LYNDA WOODS
Guest to the Voice
Willem Lange, English teacher,
carpenter, columnist, Adirondack
guide. Outward Bound leader,
contractor, actor, husband and
teacher, became addicted to
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas
Carol" while a student in the early
1950s at the College.
At that time, a much loved tra-
dition of the entire campus com-
munity was the annual dramatic
reading of Dickens story by En-
glish professor, Delbert Lean. As
Wil joined others who jammed
into the chapel to begin their holi-
day season, he vowed that he too
would one day attempt to trans-
fix an audience with this beloved
story.
For many years now, Wil's
hometown of Hanover, New
Hampshire has begun their holi-
day season with Wil's annual ren-
dition of "A Christmas Carol."
-- V i", r.'t'i -- f
Dressed in black tails and peer-
ing at the audience over his spec-
tacles, he slowly begins to tell
this story, with an obvious
ness: "Marley was dead; to begin
with, j There is-n- o doubt about
that." Wil finally returnedto
campus and, although the old
stone chapel is no more, realized
his goal by sharing "A Christmas
Carol" with the campus and local'
alumni in Freedlander Theater
last year. y -
This Jioliday program spoh- -
sored by theLand o'Scots,'(
Wooster' s local alumni club, will
be repeated Saturday;' December
14 at 7:30' p.mi, . followed by a
festive reception hosted by
dent and Mrs. Copeland..
Complimentary tickets are
available. in the Alumni Office
on Friday with any remaining
tickets available at the door on
Saturday, however, seating for
the event is limited.
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The Comedy Troupe "Don't Throw Shoes" will present their "Shoes or Dare" show in Luce Muun --Purpose
Room tonight at 9 p.m. '
Arts & Entertainment Calender
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor -
The National Library of Po-
etry is sponsoring the North
American Open Poetry Contest
with over $12,000 in prizes
awarded. Any poet, whether pre-
viously published or not is eli-
gible to win and each poem has a
chance to be published in the Na-
tional Library's hardbound an-
thology of poetry.
To enter, send ONE original
poem of any subject and style to
the National Library of Poetry,
11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box
704-P- N, Owings Mills, MD
21117. The poem should be no
longer than 20 lines and the poet's
name and address should appear
on the top of the page. Entries
mysvb.poftmarJsed. by Decem-
ber 3 1 , 1 99 1 There' is jib charge
for entries and is open to every-
one. .
.
; John Finn, Director of Sports
Information and News Services,
has written and published a
Christmas story entitled "The
Lonely Little Christmas Tree."
Told in the classic Christmas tra-
dition, the story tells of how a
little and overlooked tree comes
to be a great Christmas tree and
the dangers it faces along the way.
The book also includes illustra-
tions by Trish Taylor and is pub-
lished by Huckleberry Publica-
tions here in Wooster.
The Canton Ballet will present
ATlWnONATTENTIONATTENTION
, . Call for Entries
1992 Student Juried Art Exhibit
The College of Wooster Art Museum
Due to final exams and art critiques, the date to submit
works for the 1992 student juried show has been changed
; 'f FROM ' .' '
December 9th and 10th . X .
'
- TO J , -- ,
December 17th and December 18th -
If you have any questions please call
263-249- 5
its . timeless classic "The Nut-
cracker" on December 20, 21, and
22. The classic Christmas ballet
tells the tale of how the Nut-
cracker Prince saves the young
girl Clara ffom the Mouse King
and takes her to the magical lands
of the Kingdom of Sweets and
the Sugar Plum Fairy and fea-
tures a cast of over 100 magnif-
icently costumed characters.
Tickets will go on sale on Mon-
day, December 9 at the Canton
Ballet box office in the Cultural
Center for the Arts and may be
reserved by calling 452-409- 8
between the hours of 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. Cost for tickets is $9 for
adults and $6 for children. Group
rates are also available.
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WOOSTER ATHLETICS
Upcoming varsity events. -
Saturday. December 14
Men's Basketball vs. DENISON 7:30
Women's Basketball at Denison 7:30
Swimming & Diving vs. SLIPPERY ROCK 1:00
Saturday. December 2 1
Men's Basketball at Lake Erie 7:30
Women's Basketball vs. WALSH 2:00
Friday. December 27-Sarurd- av. December 28
Men's Basketball MOSE HOLE CLASSIC vs. Grove Gty,
Wabash, and Wheaton
Sunday. December 29-Frida- v. January 10
Swimming & Diving Winter Training Trip
Monday. December 30
Women's Basketball vs. MT. UNION 2:00
Saturday. January 4
Men's Basketball at Kenyon 2:00
Women's Basketball vs. KENYON 2:00
Wednesday. January 8
Men's Basketball vs. OBERLIN 7:30
Women's Basketball at Oberlin 7:30
Saturday. January 11
Men's Basketball vs. EARLHAM 3:00
Women's Basketball vs. EARLHAM 1:00
Swimming & Diving vs. OHIO WESLEYAN 1 :00
Tuesday. January 14
Swimming & Diving vs. OBERLIN 4:00
"Wednesday. January 15
Men's Basketball vs. ALLEGHENY, 7:30
Women's Basketball at Allegheny 7:30
The Mdse Hole Classic
DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
la 1963. former athletic director Al
Van Wic waned idgive ihe communiry
of Wooskt a dance to see the men's
basketball team do their stuff.
That year, in response to the
community's desire to see the team. Wie
decided to organize a small tournament
and named k the Wooster Clreac. re-
naming kin 1965 The Mose Hole Clas-
sic after the late coach EM. "Mose"
Hole.
Between 1926and 19S8.Hole led the
Scots to Five Ohio Aihlenc Conference
Chanpionships win a career 412 wins
and 1 8 1 losses,giving him ihe most wins
in Ohio basketball, m 1978. Hole was
elecied to the Atfiletic Directors' Hafl of
Fame,
The citizens of Wooster have been
able toenjoy twenty-eig-ht yean ofexcit-
ing play in ihe Classic. It hasn't always
been a walk in ihe park, as many of the
pro-Janua- ry baslcctbnn toumarnentsarc
set tobesoastobeef uprccords. Wooster
has always brought in tough teams, win-
ning the tournament less than half of ihe
Classic's history and only once in the
past six yean. Ixtram, iheScots lost
to Hope CcCege, an NCAA tournament
invite. 7661.
It's not going to get much easier when
play begins on Friday. December 27, at
600 P.M. If the Scots win ihe opener
against Grove Coy, then they will play
the winner of the Wheaton - Wabash
match-up- .
The Classic has been a success, ac-
cording to men's coach Steve Moore.
"We've always gotten a good turnout
from the community, it's a fin tourna
ment."
E.M. --Mose" Hole
Men's Volleyball MgKt Go Varsity
I ; J
Li
season with Laurence Meyers, a
Wooster graduate, at the helm.
Meyers has been the head coach
for three years, and has consis-
tently brought the team to a high
v
a
The men's voixeybaix club team looks to defend theik NCAC title.
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
Last year, Wooster's men's vol-leyb- all
club team came home with
the NCAC title from the first-ev- er
year-en- d championships,
beating host Ohio Wesley an in
the finals.
This year, the Scots look to
defend their crown, but to this
point their season has been noth-
ing short of difficult.
After easily defeating
Westminster in the opening match
of the season on November 17.
Wooster has lost six straight.
Three of those losses came at a
tournament held at Michigan
State, while the other three were
to NCAC teams last weekend at
OWU.
"We've lost a lot of players
because of injuries and other
things." said Win Repenning '94.
"I think that's the reason we've
had some trouble. We should do
well after (winter) break, when
everyone's back."
The team goes into it's 13th
level of play. The Scots play the
likes of Michigan State, Ohio
University, and Indiana Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, among oth-
ers, despite the fact that most of
the players never played
nized volleyball before coming
to Wooster.
The sport has been gaining
popularity across the country as
well as in the NCAC, where ev-
ery school in the conference, with
the exception of Wittenberg, has
a men's club team. ,
.
In fact, the interest in the sport
by the conference teams have
caused the NCAC to consider
granting varsity status to men's
volleyball. If that were to hap-
pen, the NCAC would become
the first conference in the coun-
try to recognize men's volleyball
as a varsity sport.
The process of gaining varsity
sutus is long, but the first steps
have already been taken. A writ-
ten agreement by each club
team's representative in the con-
ference has been completed, and
they must now wait to see how
the NCAC administrators react
to the proposal. Wooster Ath-
letic Director Bill McHenry sup-
ports the action.
)
(
Photo by Mike Pepper
Meanwhile, the Scots take
some time off from their sched-
ule, and hope to come back in
January refreshed from the break.
The team hopes to get on the
winning track when they travel
north to the Baldwin-Wallac- e
tournament on January 19. be-
fore heading into further confer-
ence play. . '. . '
"I think we have more talent
this year than we did a year ago
when we won the NCAC," said
co-capt- ain Chris Macky '94. "We
just haven't had the same team
two matches in a row. It's hard
to get into a rhythm when there's
someone different playing beside
you every other match.
"Hopefully, we can get more
consistency nex t semester. If we
do we will be tough to beat in the
conference."
UPCOMING HOME
VOLLEYBALL
MATCHES
Feb. 2 CaseEarlham
Feb. 16 Indiana State Univ.
Feb. 23 KenyonDenison
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JOSH LEVENTHAL
Voice Sports Writer
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The Fighting Scots women's swim
team continued their undefeated streak
this postweekend, while the men's team
once again performed impressively and
look third in a field of seven at the
DePauw Invitational in Indiana.
The women improved their record to
four wins, with no losses and an invita-
tional victory after an impressive week
BOOSTER
Scots Comiiipier
After defeating ten teams at DePauw, the women's team looks towards
Slippery Rock. Shown above Lauren Yont "92. Photo by Mike Pepper
end atDePatrwwhexe theyfinished with
a total of 68CL5 points. Once again the
team was led by senior captains Wendy
Freeburn 92, who set a meet record in
the 100-yar- d freestyle with a time of
5525 and look second in the 50 freestyle
and the:200 freestyle, and Katie Erdrnan
92, who took third in the 500 freestyle
and fifth in the 200 freestyle. ; .
Heal coach Keith Beckett described
his expectations prior k the meet by
VC3ICE
saying, Xoming into the meet our goal
was to win, and we knew it would be a
battle. We are glad we performed so
weuV
There were also many other swim--
j mers thatplayed an important role in the
women's victory iricluding,KatieSchneIl
, 94, who took second in the 200 back-stro- ke
and the 100 backstroke and third
!. in the 100 fly. Tammy Behringer 94
.
took first in the 200 fly with a time of
2:15.09 and second in the 100 fly,Laura
Miller 92 placed fourth in the 100
freestyle and Heather Johnston 94 took
fourth in the 100 breast to help play a
contributing role.
Other impressive point-scorin-g per-
formances were turned in by Jearmie
rkte,who placed in the IM'sand
breaststroke, and Liz Bugbee 94, who
finished sixth in the 100 breaststroke
with a time of 1 : 1430.
The men's team finished third this
weekend with a total of 4 15 points and
was led by record-breaki- ng perfor- -
; mances by Brian Vereb '92 and Tom
Hungerford '93.
Senior captain Vereb finished second
in the 200 backstroke witha time of
1:59.96, which is a new College of
Wooster team record, while Tom
Hungerford qualified for nationals in the
1650 freestyle with a time of 16:19.97,
while at the same time setting a DePauw
Invitational record and a pool record.
However.theteam'sfinishcanalsobe
credited to stong performances by an
Lady Scots Win In! Overtime
Continued from page 16
The Jackets hk one ftee-thro-w and
then stole the ball from Evans with 40
seconds left. After hitung another free-thro-w,
cutting Wcosters lead to 75-7-4,
Waynesburg caused another turnover.
and Evans was iouled with 1 1 sec-
onds left
Shecalniry sank thetwo pressure free-thro-ws
to give Wooster a 77-7- 4 lead.
Waynesburgs desperation three-point- er
at the buzzer was blocked by, who dse,
CrawL
.
The game was won in the bst ten
ininulescfegulatknand overtime be--.
causeWoostenrcoutrJavedfanhefiist
30mirjuies.Thefjrahalfwasrnarredby
turnovers and poor offensive execution,
The Lady Scots ccrnmined five turn-
overs in the first three minutes to fall
behind 104. We were not taking good
care of the baJT coach Hart stated.
Cabot and Aimee Petroshus 94 came
off the bench to spark an 11-- 2 run that
gave the Lady Scots an 15-1- 2 lead. But
turnovers by Wooster and fast break
points by the Jackets gave Waynesburg
a 35-3- 0 ralfume lead. '
LaSonya Crawl "93
The start of the second half was much
of the same as Wooster looked confused
en cfiense and was grving up easy bas-
kets to Waynesburg. Crawl ignited the
run in the second half that turned the
game around.
The dramatic win capped what was
otherwise a lough week for the Lady
Scots. After being handily beaten by
Wittenberg on Monday Wooster
played a poor game m losing toNAIA
Bluffton.
ItwasrioucaseofWoosternaputting
in its best effort k was just a day where
they could not get anything to work.
' After leading by ten points eight
minutes into the game the Lady Scots
got sloppy and lost their edge in letting
Bluffton outscore them 21-- 8 the rest of
the half to take a 34-3- 1 halftimelead.
'-
-' In the second half Wooster could
never recapture the lead.' They got
cold from the field and missed some
easy shots.'
But Bhiffton matched Wooster bas-
ket for basket and convened their free-thro- ws
down the stretch to win 63-5-7.
Wooster hopes to carry their mo-
mentum from the Waynesburg game
on the road as they travel to Case
Reserve on Tuesday, and Denison on
Saturday.
Sports
array of swimmers. Beckett described
the team by saying, lnorder todescribe
me performance correctly I would have
to mention every man because it was a
complete team effort,
Many of the ccfltributers include co--capt- ain
Andrew Shulz 92, who finished
ninth in the 50 freestyle, Paul Caviglia
95, who placed m each of the freestyle
events and whose performance particu-
larly impressed Beckett.
Chad Coffman 94, Ties Dwyer 95,
and Mike Doknce 95, placed tenth,
'
eleventh and twelfth, respectively, in the
200 freestyle, while Steve Page 93 fin-
ished eleventh and thirteenth in the 200
and 100 backstroke.
BriarrVereb was flabergastcd by the
meet and simply said,"It was one hell of
a meet, the team swam great"
Overall, Beckett was impressed with
both teams and expressed it by stating.
The team swam very well across the
board, whether it was a twelfth or a
first-pla- ce finish, everybody stepped
up and did their job." .
However once again Brent
Ponstingle '93 shed a little light on the
meet by sayingti"I was not ablto gp y
kee the meet this weekend, however,'
when they got back they looked wet."
This Saturday at 1:00 the Fighting
Scots will be swimming at home
against --Slippery Rock;-i- n which --
Beckett predicted, "It will be a big tesjj. .
On paper they are stronger, but wear 1
hoping to pull off the upset--
"
FLAIR
346 E. Bowman St
Wooster, Ohio
44691
216-264-65- 05
800-347-65- 05
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--Alaska Summer Employment-fisherie- s.
Earn &5000month. Free Transportation!
' Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
- For employment program call
' Student Employment Services
' at 1-206-54- 5-4155 Ext-21- 5 '
TRAVEL WITH REG OHIO TA 0305
'IVitnth walking distance?
4 DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE.
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MSiTS BASKETBALL
Scots Down Case Reserve, 77-5-9, forFirst NCAC "Victory
DINO D1SANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
A 23--7 second-ha-lf run along with
a strong defensive performance pro-
pelled the Scots to a 77-5- 9 victory
over Case-Weste- rn Reserve .
The win put the Scots back on the
winning track after being upset by
Wittenberg. 54-5-9. last Saturday.
The Scots record know stands at 5-- 2,
and 11 in conference.
The Spartans were playing with-
out there starting center Rich
Mueller.
"Mueller is a good player, and
very talented," said coach Steve
Moore. "He (Mueller) creates a lough
match-o- p problem. He's 67" and
can go outside."
Arnold Hoffman's three pointer,
with 16:35 to go in the second half
capped a 5-- 0 Spartan run and closed
the Wooster lead to 42-3- 1. That
would be as close as the Spartans
would get to the Scots the rest of the
night.
Stan Aukamp 92 ignited the 23-- 7
Scot ran with a jump shot in traffic.
Aukamp finished the night with 22
points, hitting 9 of 14 shots from the
Geld.
"Stan (Aukamp) had a fine game
scoring inside." said coach Moore.
Aukamp had 10 of the Scots 23
points in there decisive second half
run.
He sent the fans at Armington
Field House going crazy as he
rammed home a dunk with 14:41
and pushed the Scots lead to 50-3-6.
The second half run was culmi-
nated by Erich Riebe 92. who's
three-poi- nt bucket with 7:33 put the
Scots lead at 20 points, 67-4- 7.
"Erich ran the offense really well,"
Moore said.
In the first half the Scots were
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Crawl Rallies Lady Scots
PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
Trailing most of the game and be-i- ng
behind 54-4-3 with 10 minutes to
go, the Lady Scots rallied behind the
play of Lasonya Crawl '92 and sent
the game into overtime, where they
prevailed over Waynesburg College
77-7-4.
Wooster, 4--2, outscored the Yel-
lowJackets 20--8 overan eight minute
period in the second half to overcome
' their largest deficit of tne-gam- e of
unable to put the pesky Spartans
away as the half time lead was 36-2-6.
.
Riebe ignited the Scots with back-to-ba- ck
jump shot pushing the score
to 13--9. He went on to hit lof 2 free
throws to extend the lead to 16-1- 0 at
the 13.-0-6 mark. Riebe ended the
night with 14 points including 5 of 6
from the line.
With Aukamp out of the lineup in
the first half. Dave George 92 filled
in nicely. George hit back-to-ba- ck
baskets to exstended the Scots lead
to 26--1 2. the biggest in the first half .
The Scots offense then stalled as
they went scoreless for three min-
utes. Riebe's jump shot at 4:46
broke that dry spell and kept the
Scots lead at 28-1- 6.
Moore's technical at the 3:29 al-
lowed Kevin Wojciechowski to hit
one of two foul shots and close the
Wooster lead to 30-2-2. the closest
the Spartans would come to the Scots.
Then Aukamp picked up two quick
fouls sending him to the bench for
the rest of the first half at the 2:50
mark.
Also straddling the bench with
three fouls was Brian Buchanan '93,
the Scots defensive stopper.
Riebe ended the first half scoring
by hitting two foul shoes and giving
the Scots a 36-2- 6 halftime lead.
"We weren't pleased with being
out-muscle- d." Moore continued,
"Case had five offensive rebounds
we only had two. We didn'trebound
well tonight, like we usually do."
The Scots defense was once again
terrific as they held the Spartans to
36 from the field and forced 19
Spartan turnovers.
The defensive effort was headed
by the Scots defensive stopper
Buchanan.
points. The run was sparked by the
offensive work of Crawl, who had
game highs in points with 28 and
rebounds with 17, and the tenacious
defense played by the Lady Scots.
"The team as a whole picked it up
a notch defensively." said had coach
Chris Hart. Tammy Berger 93 was
the spark ofthe defensive effort. "She
hit the floor many times going after
loose balls. Tammy makes things
happen with her hustle," added Hart.
Chrisry-Evam-92- ; who was ham
Buchanan held the Spartans Sec-
ond Team Ail-Americ- an Ed Saxon
to 12 points. Saxon was forced into
four turnovers.
"Brian Buchanan did an outstand-
ing job on defense," Moore said af-
ter Saxon was forced into 35
shotting from the field.
"You have to give credit to the
team defense, but it all starts with
Brian. He takes pride in his de-
fense." Moore continued, "His de-
fense is invaluable."
Doug Meinen 94 turned in an-
other solid performance, dishing out
10 assists. He also added 13 points
while hitting six of nine fom the
field.
"Doug did a nice job taking the
ball to the baseline," Moore said.
The two first year players Scott
Meech 95 and Doug Cline '95 turned
in solid performances.
"Cline did a nice job. This was his
best game, he played with a lot of
confidence," said Moore after Cline
scored 10 points and pulled down
six rebounds.
.
'
"Cline does what it takes to win.
He uses his body very wen," said
Moore.
"Scott (Meech) had a really good
second half." Moore continued.
"Scott leads the league in field-go- al
percentage 69."
The 59-5-4 loss to Wittenberg last
Saturday gave the Scots their first
loss in NCAC play.
Before the win over Case Reserve,
Erich Riebe led the Scots in scoring
with an average of 183 points per
game. Stan Aukamp followed with
17 points, 12. blocked shots, and 8J
rebounds per game.
The Scots take on the Big Red of
Denison at 7:30 on Saturday n ight at
the Armington Field House .'
Past Waynesburg in Thrilling 77-7-4 Win
pered by an ankle injury all game, hit
a technical foul shot with 1:48 re-
maining in regulation to give Wooster
its first lead since the middle of the
first half, 63-6-2.
After a basket by Waynesburg,
Crawl scored on a short jump shot to
give Wooster a 65-6-4 lead with 30
seconds left.
Waynesburg went to the foul line
with 26 seconds left, shooting one
and one. After making the first shot
to tie the game they missed the sec- -'
"
-.-
.
"
'
Y
Scott Meech "95 goes w strong to
Reserve on Tuesday.
ond. only to outhustle Wooster for
the rebound. They were fouled and
made both free-thro- ws to open a 67-6-5
lead with only 22 seconds left
"We looked for Crawl during the
last minute of the game." said Hart.
And Wooster did go to their star.
Crawl, who was able to get good
offensive position beneath the bas-
ket, like she did all game, and scored
to send the game into overtime tied at
67.
. Even having lost two of its'starting '
the basket against Case-Weste- rn
Photo by Dan Stefanpjk
players to fouls, Waynesburg scored
the first five points ofovertime thanks
to two Wooster turnovers. But
Wooster fought back like they did all
game.
Baskets by Crawl, Lisa Cabot '93.
Evans, and two free-thro- ws from
Bridgette Smoot 94 sparked an 8-- 0
run that gave the Lady Scots a 75-7-2
lead with 1:30 left in overtime. Smoot
finished the game with 13 points and
an impressive 13 rebounds.
Continued on Page 15 rj - '
